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PART I: THE SONATA PRINCIPLE 



HISTORY 

'The sonata has a rather im;.1o sing history of over 

three hundred years. It can be traced to the early six

teenth-century French chanson, which is characterized by 

a clear sectional structure, often involving repetition 

schemes such as AAB, ABB, etc. In Italy, this vocal form 

was transferred to the organ and, around 1580, to instru-

mental ensembles, called canzona d'o�gano and canzona 9.!! 

sonare, respectively, the latter of which must �e con

sidered the true ancestor of the sonata. From 1600 to 

1650 a staggering quantity of instrumental ensemble 

works, with such titles as .c.a�n_z_o�n�e, Canzone � sonar�, 

Sonate, and Sinfonie were published. 'these were essen

tially one-movement works, divided lnto several sections 

from approximately four to twenty bars each, in con

trasting styles and tempi. A frequent feature of these 

pieces is the restatement of thematic material in the 

several sections, a practice which anticipates the late 

nineteenth-century cyclic works. At some point in this 

period, perhaps around 1635, the tendency toward fewer 

1 
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sections of greater length began. outside Italy, how

ever, the numerous movements in polyphonic style, loosely 

eonneeted, persisted as a "form0 until about 1700. 

After 1650 there develops (chiefly in Venice) a 

certain standard pattern of two fugal allegro movements, 

separated by a homophonic middle movement in dance-like 

triple meter, a three-movement scheme frequently enlarged 

to four or five by the insertion of shorter adagio! 

either before or after the slow movement. Strangely 

enough, there does not seem to be any historical con

nection between the symmetrical development of the Vene

tian form and the Viennese classic sonata. 

In 1687 a novel form appeared in a slow-fast

slow-fast sc�ame, which, under the designation sonata � 

shiesa, was used by a great number of composers after the 

initial presentation by Giuseppi Torelli in his Sinfonie 

S, £, lt ,i istromenti. In the earlier examples of the 

sonata g,a chie1aa, the final movement. is usually cast in 

a fast dance-form, though in the later examples this 

characteristic seema to fade out, making a feasible dis

tinction between eonat.a � shieaa and aonata � camera 

by the mere presence of dance movements. 

The examples of the Baroque sonata fall into 

four categories, according to medium: those written in 

one part, in two parts (� �>, three parts (� tre>, and 

thoae 0£ four or more parts. The sonata.a � du9 usually 
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call for three players, actually -- one to play the 

melody, one to play the bass line and a third to realize 

the figured bass. The trio sonata (� .!:!:.!,>, perhaps the 

most important form of all, was performed by one, two, or 

four players, rarely by three. 

The actual emergence of the Viennese Classic 

sonata is difficult to determine. It involves a change 

from the slow-£ast-slow-f ast pattern of the Baroque to a 

three-movement pattern of fast-slow-fast, or to another 

four-movement scheme of allegro-adagio-asherzo-allegro. 

It incorporates, also, changes of style and of formal 

structure of the separate movements. Also, the repertoire 

falls into the three divisions of solo sonata, chamber 

sonata, and orchestrai sonata (symphony), each of which 

"follows a separate line of development, though within 

l the same general frame." 

The three-movement f ast-slow-faat form was estab-

11shed with the Italian overture of Alessandro Scarlatti; 

Vivaldi established it as the standard form of the con-

eerto, still adhered to today. Bach utilized thia form i.n 

the Brandenburg Concerti, th• Itali§n Concerto. and the 

six organ sonatas. The Italian harpsichord-sonata com

posers reduced the number of movements to two, frequently; 

1�1111 Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, 
Calftbridgea Harvard University Press, 1953, p. 694. 
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Domenico Scarlatti• s " sonatas " CO!'ltain but one. The in-

troduction of the four-movement type Callegro-ada9io

minuet-alle9ro ) is attributed to Johann Stamitz, founder 

of the Mannheim School, who used 1t in all of his sym

phonie$ and chamber works. Practically all of the sym

phonies of Haydn and Mozart are in four movements, while 

their sonatas have only three. Beethoven, on the other 

hand, most often employed the four-movement scheme for 

all of his sonata works, in which the minuet was fre

quently replaced by the scherzo. 

In the Hococo sonatas, the form of the single 

movements was usually binary (except for the minuets>, 

with each section repeated. The '1rounded binary" form, 

in which certain elements of the first section were re-

iterated in the concluding bars of the second , was well 

established by 1720.2 From this probably developed the 

so-called nsonata-allegro" form, divided essentially 

into three sectionss the exposition• the development, and 

the recapitulation (often followed by a coda). Its scheme 

is very like the rounded binary, in that the exposition 

may be repeated, and that the second section does indeed 

recall portions of the first (the recapitulatlon)f how

ever, the first section employs sepa.rate contrasting 

themes, as opposed to the continuous melody of the bi-

nary form. 

2 Ibid., P• 697. 
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The development of style from one musical "era" 

to the next also shows a marked change. gven as ear ly as 

in the sonatas of Corelli the tendency away from the con

trapuntal texture of the Baroque was evident, supported 

by the rhythmically inciaive s tyle of Vivaldi as well a s  

by the Gal�nter sti l of the Rococo, which was largely de

rived f rom oper atic models. This cnan9e toward a more 

dramatic style of writing is usually credited to the 

Mannheim School, although It�lian composers worked in 

much the same direction. K. P. E. Bach, and the Empfind

samer Stil Cexpres�ive style ) , influenced Hayd n in his 

youths Johann Christian Bach provides the link between 

the Italian 9allant sty·le and Mozart. Clementi' s so

nat as are said to anticipate many of the dramatic ele-

-:i 
ments of the Beethoven sonatas.-

The output of sonatas for solo instruments, or 

of sonata-forms for ensemb les , appears, af ter the Classic 

era, to dwindle somewhat. Mozart, Haydn , and Beethoven, 

for example , wrote many more sonatas apiece than did 

their followers, considerin9 sheer numbers of solo-so

nataa, quartet•, SJ'Ulphonies, and sonata-form ensemb les. 
The Romantic period heralded the arrival of the charac

ter piece and, on the Qpposite side, large-scale works 

3
tb1d., P• 695. 
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of tremendous proportions . When used, the sonata-allegro 

form remains essentially the same; it is simply expanded. 

The two or more themes of the expositl.on are highly con

trasted; the development becomes more complex; and the 

recapitu lation becomes equal to (or gre ater than) the ex

position in length, often with a sizeab le coda added . 

?articularly interesting, and certainly appropri

ate at this point in the discussion of the development of 

the sonata-form, is the one-movement. "sonata" of the Ro

mantic era, composed of several loosely-connected sec

tions. Closely related are the symphonic poems, in which 

a melody (or melodies) is subjected to metamorphoses in 

the several sections, producing a cyclic work. Composers 

of works of this type include Liszt, Berlioz, Franck, 

D'Indy, and Faure, to name but a few. This cyclic treat

ment was nothing really new; some of the works mentioned 

earlier, those written prior to 1650 ( canzone !!,! sonare, 

slnfonie , etc.) reiterated thematic material in different 

sec tions. 
The reaction to nineteenth-century styles in 

the early twentieth century discouraged the composition 

of works in so formal a structure as that of the sonata. 

Ravel and Buson! did produce sonatinas, but it was not 

until after the emergence of "neo-classicism0 that com

posera (notably Stravinsky and Hindemith) turned again 

to sonata form. Since that time, any number of sonata-
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form works have been written ( symphonies, solo sonatas, 

chamber works); so it would seem that another chapter 

i s  being written in the evolution of the sonata. 



COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUE 

What actually gives a sonata its character would 

basically be the manner in which the musical material of 

the work is manipulated. The earliest sonatas actually 

designated as suc:h were written in binary form; it was 

not, however, a form limited strictly to use in sonata

compos1ng. The rounded binary approached sonata-form a 

bit more closely• but it is closely related to simple 

ASA form, used in any number of non-sonata works. It 

would seem that the one most important factor in the 

growth of the form is that of development, which by it

self sets apart the sonata-allegro form from the simple 

ABA, thou9h the element of return is esaential to both. 

In the development section of the eona.t• the composer 

could exhibit hia inventivenesa, utilizing various 

colorings, implications. and juxtapositions of the thema

tic material set forth in the exposition. This c:an pos

sibly be compared to the variation technique, though it 

would atMm that developmental vu:iety is more fragmental, 

whereas variation technique involves a total-theme 

treatment, one complete statement after another. 
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Certain basic techniques are common in the devel

opmental procedures 

l. SUbj ects can be manipulated by a use 
of ( 1 ) inversion, (2) segmentation, 
( 3 )  reali9nment, ( 4 )  imitation, ( S > 
sequentia l repetition, or (6) contra
puntal interplay. 

2. Continual modulations maintain tonal
ity in a state of flux, a fluidity in 
decided contrast with the stable ton
alit1ea in other sections of the work. 

3. Rhythmic shifts may involve a length
ening ( augmentation) or a shortening 
(diminution> of time values; almost 

unfailingly these sections display 
a general increase in rhythmic ae-
ti vi ty. 

4. Altered hue• of coloration can be ac
complished by a use of diverse instru
ments, and exploita tion of extreme 
ranges , or demands for unusual fluency. 

5. Development sections give an impres
sion of being incredibly complex; their 
lines twist and turn1 cross-rhythms, 
5yncopationa, and impetuous angular 
thrusts aboundJ often, the dynamic 
level t'unts to ear-shattering inten
sity. 

The development is, of course, an elaborat1onal 

treatment of that material presented in the exposition. 

'.vhetber the expoai ti on is monothema tic:, bi thematic, or 

multithegatic, elements of those themes will be found aa 

9erit\$ for the development. In the Classic era, the de

velopment waa somewhat cursory; later, with the works of 

4
walter E. Nallin, Ihe Musical Idea. New Yorki 

The MacMillan co., 1968, P• Iao. 
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Beethoven and Brahms, the development ca.me to be more 

lengthy, indeed, the focal-point of the sonata-allegro 

movement. In fact, the sonata aa conceived by Fran& 

Liszt waa almost continual development.5 

In moat sonata-form compositions, at least two 

thematic ideas are presented in the exposition. These 

are generally of a contrasting nature, the first tradi

tionally being aggressive (masculine>, the second, more 

lyric (feminine>, presented after the new tonality is 

established, different from that of the first theme. If 

the work is 1n·a major key, often the second theme is 

presented in the dominant; if the work is in minor, the 

second theme usually appears in the relative major. 

In approaching the area known aa the coda (or 

codetta>, the exposition may recall bits of its principal 

theme or introduce new material as a ¢losing theme. The 

exposition closes o n  an incomplete cadence, heralding the 

action of the development. Usually the entire expoaition 

is intended to be repeated before the development is be

gun, a procedure frequently ignored in actual performance. 

The form of the sonata as Liszt concei•ed it ia 

not so clear-cut. The germinal theme• (or even motivea) 

of the sonata• of Liazt are often so cunningly developed 

as to be almost unrecognizableJ in this manner Liszt 

5Martin Bernstein and Martin Picker, An Intro
duction to Music. Englewood Cliffs, New Jerseys Prentice
Hall, Inc., i§66, P• 344. 
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achieves a certain unity in his cyclic works -- through 

subtle variation. 

The study of sondta principle, then, is the tracing 

of tendencies in developn1ental theme-treatment, using as 

stepping-stones the different periods of musical thought. 

;,;e call it sonata form, though the term 
is misleading because it suggests that 
"form" can exist independent of musical 
"content." �onata , like fugu e ,  is not so 
much a form as a principle: an approach 
to composition. The sonata movements of 
Haydn, let alone Beethoven, resemble each 
other in their approach , but not in the 
details of the pattern. One might even 
say there i s  no such thing a3 sonata form; 
there are only sonatas. Sonata is a way of 
composing which grew out of a particular 
set of circumstancesi.which is apposite 
to those circumstances and not necessarily 
to others. A new approach to composition 
grew out of new human needs and desires . 
Certain conventions wer e ,  of course, 
gradually deduced from this new approach 
and hardened into cliche and dogmai so
cial small talk which could be used by 
composers who had nothing to say as an a- . 
greeable way of passing time and making 
money. But for the masters, style never 
becomes dogma; form remains the principle 
which perpetually renews itself under the 
pressure of experience. 6 

�hat makes all sonatas 0sonatas , "  beyond the com-

poser's wish to call them such, would seem to be a composi

tional technique which involves (1) an exposition , with 

6
wilfrid Mellers, The sonata Principl e .  London& 

Rockliff 1 1957, P• 3. 
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contrasting themes (or motives, within a single theme); 

( 2 )  a development section, to exploit further the color

istic and dramatic possibilities of the material in the 

exposition; and finally, (3) a recapitulation of the ex

poaitional elements, as if to underscore tho importance 

of them when viewing the movement (or the entire work) 

as a whole. Sonata principle is that which puts into a 

common category all those works designated as "sonatas", 

works which, it would seem, amount to a convincing musical 

discussion of the merits (and consequent development) of 

two contrasting, though complementary, theme-groups. 



PJ\RT II: A:;Pl.ICATION OF T'HF. PR! NCI fl LE 



�"ttANZ JOSiPH HAYDN t 

SONATA IN B MlNOR, NO. 3 2  

(HOBOKEN) 

Hesearc::h into the life and music of Franz Jo seph 

Haydn (1732-1809) has been, in compa rison to that done 

on Mozart and Beethoven, scant y and disord erly . This may 

in part be due to the great gaps in the hist ory of his 

life; also , there is much controversy as to whether many 

of those works accredited to him t1.re authentic. The manu-

scripts have been d iaper•ed to all parts of Europe, and 

many of them have yet to be care�ully studied . Three im

portant works in Haydn research must be mentioned heres 

The SYJ!!Phonies of Joseph Haydn (1955 supplemented in 

1961), by Howard Chandler Robbins Lando n, which "indi

rectly contributes as much to the understanding of Haydn's 

sonatas as any study yet dedicated expressly to that sub

ject.• 7 Another is the collection (and tranal ation into 

English) of Haydn•a entire available correapondence and 

his "London Notebooks" (1791-95), all in a single volumea 

The Collected Correaeondence !rJ!d J.:Ond09 Not!bgoka Of 

J�seph Haydn {1959). The third 1• a complete thematic in

dex of Haydn's works, a project undertaken by a veteran 

7
william s. Newman, The S9nata in the Classic Era. 

Chapel Hills University of North Carolina Pr es s, 1963, �458. 
13 
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Dutch collector of Haydn first and early editions, Anthony 

von Hoboken: Joseph Haydi:u 'l'hematischbibliographisches 

'.·:erkverzf21chnis (four projected Abtheilungen). 

A set of six sonatas (Hoboken Nos. 27-32) appeared 

in 1776, of which the last, in b minor, is said to stand 

"head and shoulders above the rest • • •  " 

• • •  there is a sardonic streak in it, 
risin9 to almost demonic rage in the 
short but pithy development of the 
first movement, and in the fortissimo 
octaves with which the presto finale, 
with its furious repeated-quaver 
rhythm, storms to its end. 8 

The first movement, Allegro moderato, begins in a 

martial 4/4 meter, with an eight-measure first theme con

sisting of three essentially different ideas, as follow 

in illustration: 

Ex. l mm. 1-6 

8
Ros.emary Hughes 1 Haydn. New York 2. Pelegrine & 

Cudahy, 1950, P • 142 
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It is interesting to note that the three ele

ments of this f1rat theme make up a rhythmic progression, 

aa it were; they are written in successively shorter note 

values. The first RK>tive might be termed the antecedentJ 

the second, the consequent1 the third, by virtue of 

purely repetitdve content, may be said to climax the 

f irat thelBe. 

The second statement of the opening theme begins 

as a direct quote of what preeeded it; however, the firat 

two beats of the second measure become extended in bar 

ten, which becomes in turn motifically transitional, 

leading to the second theme through extension of that 

transition, er at best a "preview" of the actual second 

theme, illustrated followings 

Ex. 2 m. 13 

This passage is juatif iably ref erred to aa the 

second theme proper, aince it does in fact appear in the 

relative major key. As ia frequently the case in Haydn's 
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sonatas, the element of contrast is hereby ignored, with 

the possible exception of bars eleven and twelve, which 

do set up a different quality for the mor� minutely gub

div!ded rhythm of the second theme. A slight relaxation 

on the first beat of measure twelve, something short of 

a real ritenuto, might present this second theme in a 

somewhat different light from the first. The touch would 

of necessity be more legato for purposes of contrast in 

the second theme, aa opposed to the brittleness required 

by the first, e•pecially with the sharp .staccato present 

in the bass. 

At measure twenty appears a restatement of the 

second theme. Measure twenty-two departs from the second 

theme on the second beat, and leads to a three-bar scalar 

passage serving aa the first bars of the codetta, which 

draws melodically from the second theme, rhythmically 

from the first. The exposition ends in the key of the 

relative major, in d. 

The development, measure twenty-nine, begins 

with a recall of the first theme, but the c natural in 

the upper voice implies an approaching key change, and 

the expected g major ia automatically displaced by the 

occurrence of d sharps in two separate registers. After 

only two bars of such horseplay, the key of e minor is 

rather firaly established, and manages to hold sway for 

a restatement of the first theme for three bars and a 
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half. With the sudden intrusion of a d natural in bar 

thirty-four, however, another modulation seems imminent. 

The appearance of an e sharp in the second half of bar 

thirty-five, functioning as a leading tone , clinches the 

f-sharp minor tonality, in which key a third statement of 

the first theme is made in bar thirty-eight . With so 

ca.pricious a key scheme preceding, this f-sharp tonality 

cannot last long. The first real departure from it occurs 

in bar forty-one, with the e natural on the first beat ; 
. 

bar forty-two with its b sharps tries to secure c-sharp 

minor, using the same playful transitional motive found 

in bar ten, but with the a sharp on the second beat of 

bar forty-four, there seems no way to turn but back to 

the original tonality of b minor . It is reached by way 

of nine measures of a repeated dotted rhythm, which very 

effectively increases the excitement of the modulation 

back to the tonic. 

The recapitulation is shortened in comparison to 

the exposition by the exclusion of a second statement of 

the first theme; the first four and three-quarter mea

sures are an exact quote of the beginning of the work. 

In measure fifty-two, the third motive of the first theme 

begins its second statement on an f sharp, rather than on 

b, thus smoothing the way for the expected b-minor presen-

tation of the second theme. The effervescent scalar run 
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into the codetta is given added interest by virtue of 

wider leapa and a leading-tone diminished seventh broken 

chord figure up to high b. The codetta of the exposition 

has been 11Mtrely transpoaed, note for note, in keeping 

with the b-minor tonality. 

The aecond movetnent, east in ABA form, actually 

a pair of minueta, mi9bt take exception to the minuet-and

trio forlllAt. The trio section of this form was so named 

because in the Baroque era the second minuet, in the 

interest of contrast, waa played by three instruments 

often a flute, an oboe, and a basaoon, with a return to 

tutti for the repeat of the first l\J.nuet; hence, moat 

trio sections were conceivably played in three voices. 

The second minuet of this sonata is for the most part 

bi-vocal, which may or may not justify avoiding the 

terminology "trio" for purely didactic reasons. 

The tempsi 2,! �enuet was featured in this group 

of aix sonatas, appearing three times aa a middle move

ment (nos. 27, 28, and 32), and twice aa a finale (nos. 

29 and 30). 9 

The minuet movement begins in major, and is eon

atructed in the Baroque procedure: both minuets are in 

oinary fora, and elements of the first section appear in 

the second section of each. The f1rat aection of the 

9 Hughes, 2£• cit., P• 144. 
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first minuet cadences in the dominant key, whereas that 

of the second minuet, written in the parallel minor, 

cadences in its relative major. 

The separate characters of the two minuets are 

worthy of note: the element of contrast so prevalent in 

the Classic era's conception of the form is here clearly 

depicted. The first minuet, in b major, has a free-flowing, 

largely treble melody; whereas the second, in b minor, 

consists of a rattling sixteenth-note line, all jagged 

edges and ten5ion, located largely in the lower regis

ters. The spinning sixteenths in a chromatic repetition 

in bar thirty-one add to the intensity. Balance is re-

stored, however, with a � capo of the first rather 

serene little dance. 

The finale, ?resto, begins with a terse motive 

built largely on note-repetition. The line is made even 

more crisp by the brevity of the tones -- most of the 

notes of this first theme are marked with a wedge, which 

in Haydn's time reduced the duration of the note so 

marked and substituted a rest for the balance;· the dot 

was reserved for a l�ss sharp staccato (portato), usu

ally appearing in slow movernents.
10 

The sudden legato 

which appears in bar twelve, rather than breaking the 

tension of the preceding hail of arrows, only tightens 

the bowstring for another volley. 

10 
Apel, 22· cit., p. 708. 
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Certain similarities must be noted between the 

finale and the first movement. aside from their both 

being written in sonata-allegro forms first, the key 

schemes of the two movements are parallelled almost ex

actly throughout; aecond, the aecond theme of each u

tilize• an ascending sc«l&r paasa9e in d cnajor1 and 

third, each movement ha� a burst of purely virtuoso ma

terial by way of transition in the final bars of both 

exposition �nd recapitulation. Noteworthy, too, are the 

whirling sixteenth-note accompanimental passages to the 

left-hand presentation of the second theme: this motive 

recalls the second section of the second minuet . There 

ia an overall unity achieved through use of these simi

lar materials. 

The development capitalizes on the contrapuntal 

possibilities of the first theme; it begins on a dom

inant seventh chord into the key of e minor . It moves 

away from e minor into g major by way of a sequential 

chromatic progreasion of diminished seventh broken 

chords. After a short pauae following a d•major chord 

aervinQ as a dominant to the 9 maj or section afore

mentioned , an entrance of the firat the•e ia made in the 

bass in f-aharp minor. It ia answered in the treble 

beginnin� on a g sharp rather than an f sharp , making 

the "answer" at the interval of a ninth; however, this 

rather d�linquent answer is patted into place by including 
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a leap of a diminished fifth instead of a sixth. The mod

ulation moves from f-sharp minor through c-sharp minor, 

progressing stepwise through clever manipulations of 

chordal inversions in the bass, settling rather suddenly 

on the original b minor tonality but d1aquisin9 its re

turn with a last gasp from f sharp, this time appearing 

as a major chord to act aa the dominant of the returning 

b minor. The recapitulation is regular t following the 

same format as did that of the �irst movement. 

Pa rticularly striking are the last notes of the 

entire works the first theme is recalled in octaves as a 

coda, only to thunder up to a startlingly brusque dom!nant

tonic cadence. lt is interesting to speculate on the pur

pose of this sort of ending. Was this the mischievous 

Haydn with tongue in cheek, hoping by the ending ' s very 

incongruity to fetch a smile from the visitors to Ester

haz? or was it a sort of antidote to the fury that came 

bei'ore it? Perhaps 01ncongruity" would be the key to the 

presentation of the work. Are these ludicrous contrasts, 

bordering on the grotesque , a humorous gesture, or in 

deadly earne st? Perhaps it was that Haydn felt that 

there was nothing more to say that would not detract 

from the work; hence, he used the understatement as an 

underscoring. 



S�RG£ PROKOFl�FF: 

SONATA NO. 7 IN B FLAT, OP. 83 

Sarge Prokofieff was born on April 23, 1891, in 

the Ukranian villa9e of Sontsovka. His father was the di

rector of the estate of the Sontsova, which compriead 

large expanses of th e steppe, but the owne rs never lived 

there . His mo ther played the piano fairly well, and this 

gave him a taste for s er io us music from his yo un gest years. 

The list of Prokofieff's teachers re ads like a 

galaxy of famous names. First was Reinhold Gliere, who 

took him in hand at the age of ele ven. When he e ntered the 

Petersburg Conservatory, Prokofieff studied harmony and· 

counterpoint with Liadov, and orc hestra ti on with Rimsky

Korsakoff. Later he studied piano with Annette £asipova, 

a noted te ac her who had been a studen t (and later the wife) 

of Leschitizky. Prokofieff 9%'aduated with highest honors 

from Peter sburg in 1914. 
Even as a yo ung student, Prokofieff was in matters 

of music a belliger ent leftistJ in 1908 he joined a so

ciety in Petersburg dedicated to the performance of new 

and controversial works by De bussy, Dukas, Faure, Sch�n

berg, Reger, :�!chard Strauss, Hugo Wolf, Sc:riabine, and 

Stravinsky. �-Jhen he pl ay ed his Suggestion Dicwolisue for 

22 
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one of the meetings, he stunned his listeners . In 1�11 he 

gave the first Russian performance of SchOnberg's Klavier

�tOcke, op. 11. ay the next year, in 1912, when he played 

his own First Concerto in Petersburg and Moscow, Prokof-

ieff had become the enfant terrib le o� Russian music, a 

title which would take him many years to live down. 

Few composers have had a greater natural aptitude 

for the gentle art of making enemies. Prokotietf•s fault 

(or perhaps virtue) was his inabllity to speak with any

t hing but utter frankness on any subject. Ma was gruff • 

outspoken, loudly sarcastic, sparing nobody•s feelings 

or ideas. To some he was a porcupine personality, all 

spines and quills. At the conservatory, he c aused untold 

angui�h to the conservative professors by his reckless 

opinions and radical mu.sic. 
11 

The attitude expressed in the piano music of 

Prokofieff has been compared to that of "a bad boy de

lighting in making rude noises and poking fun at his 

elders.i•
12 ·rhis appears to be particularly the case in 

his earlier works, those wr itten before World War I, in 

which he scams to promote the idea that the piano is pri-

marily a percussion instrument. He was not alone in this 

opinion, aa Bartok, Stravinsky and Hindemith were also 

llRichard Leonard, A Hi s tor� 0( Russian Music. New 
York a ':i'he Maci'dllan co., 1957, PP• 95-96. 

12�eter Hansen, An Introduction to Twentieth Cen
tu.ry Music. Boston: Allyn & §aeon, Inc., 196!, P• �11. 
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convinced that there was no disguising the fact that the 

piano has always been a percussion instrument -- this, 

even in the face of all that Debussy and Ravel had j ust 

created. Debussy wanted to create a piano without hammers; 

quite the reverse was true with Prokofieft.13 

The years spent away from Russia, 1918-32, were 

yea.rs in which Prokofieff re-examined his style. He wrotes 

Music has definitely reached and 
passed the greatest dissonance and 
complexity that it is possible for 
it to attain ••• Therefore I think 
th$ desire which I feel ••• to 
achieve a more simple and melodic 
expression, is the inevitable di
rection for the musical art of the 
future. 14 

Thus it would seem that his writings in his last 

years (1932-53) were not so much a product of the soviet 

influence (he had returned to Russia in 1932) as they were 

the results of his own direction of thinking. Gerald 

Abraham, a noted British critic, stated: 

Why ahould Prokofieff, who was con
tinuing a brilliant career outside 
Ruaaia, have voluntarily returned to 
a land where he knew certain limita
tions would be imposed on his work, 

13Harold c. Schonberg, The Great Piani1ts . New 
Yorks Simon & SC:huster, 1963, P• 396. 

14 
Hansen, £2• sit., P• 278. 
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unless he felt that those limi
tations would be unimportant? 
The truth is, I think , that he 
had already been tending in this 
direction for some time. 15 

Prokofieff himself outlined the five essential ele-

inents of his style of composition. These a.re (l) the clas-

sical element, w hich he attribu ted to his having heard his 

mother play Beethoven sonatas in his childhood ; (2) inno

vation& "At fit·st this innovation consisted in the search 

for individudl harmonic language, but later was trans-

formed • • •  (to) expression of strong emotions"; (3) the 

toccata, or motor, element, which he traced to his youth• 

when the Schumann Toccata greatly impressed him <this ele

ment he considered the least important)J (4) the lyric 

element; and (5) the element of the grotesque, which Pro-

kofieff called "scherzoness", or "jest", "laughter", or 

"mockery".16 

The cycle of three piano sonatas, the Sixth, 

Seventh, and Eighth Sonatas (opera 82, 83, and 84), were 

written in the years 1939-44, and might be aaid to be pro-

grammatic in the sense of a commentary on the war yea.rs --

the Great Patriotic \var which was Russia's initial in-

volvement in World War II (Russia's Great War actually en

compassed the years 1941-45). 

Mu�ic. 

15
Joseph Machlis, Intfoduction to Contemporary 

w. w. Norton & Co., Inc., 19�1, P• 278. 
16 Leonard , 2£• �· • P• 311. 
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The second of these, the Seventh Sonata, approaches 

atonality perhaps more than any of the other piano so

natas. It is specified by the composer as being in b flat, 

but of the three movements of the work, only tha last is 

unquestionably written in that key. The first movement 

begins on e natural, follow•d by b natural, which makes 

the supposed b-flat tonality seem distant, indeed, for 

rather than a chromatic descent to the b flat, a leap up-

ward of a minor third follows. 

Ex. 3 mm. 1-4 

�w��c�D rt -ES� . . , 

' 
Measures 1-4 are built on a closing-
in principle, somewhat in reverse, so 
subtly as to leave in question until 
the end of the phrase just what is 
being closed in. 17 

The first movement, Allegro inquieto, creates the 

impression of a fiendish scherzo, filled with the swirling 

motion of repetitive triplet eightha. One might recall 

such dynamic writing as is found in the Toccata, Op. 11, 

in the restless pattern of the melody, the unrelieved per

sistence of the ostinato bass, the bare rhythmic con-

17
Patricia Ashley , .. Prokofieff's Piano Music" (Un

published Ph. o. dissertation, Univer sity of Rochester, 
1963) , P• 263. 
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struction, and mainly the dissonant harmonic texture. 

What keeps this harmony from being atonal in the strict-

est sense of the word are the cadence points, most of 

which are strongly in b flat, or closely related. 

One rhythmic motive that Prokofieff used through

out the three sonatas of the cycle (perhaps related to 

the • • • - ttvictory" code used by the Allied forces during 

the War) occurs in measure five for the first time, and 

appears frequently thereafter. 

Ex. 4 m. S 

This rhythmic motive provides the basis for the 

highly lyrical
. 

second theme ( Andantino: eepressivo .! 

dolente), which is described as "one of those misty, tri

tonal, quasi-modal, wandering bits of semi-atonality."18 

Ex. 5 mm. 124-26 

This second theme is contrasted with the first 

18 Ibid., PP• 270-71. 
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largely by way of its legato line . Whereas the first theme 

employed a heavy, disconnected touch, the second demands 

a legatissimo approach . Unity is achieved by the utili

zation of triplet patterns in both the first and second 

themes , and by the unsettled tona lity (or perhaps the 

lack of it) of the melodic lines. The second theme is 

further isolated by a queer little five-bar "introduc

tion" which serves as a color-changing device : it occurs 

first in meaaure one hundred nineteen, and once again 

in measure three hundred thirty-three , before the re

capitulation of the second theme. 

The development begins in measure one hundred 

fifty-five , where the time signature changes from the 

9/8 of the •ndfAt1no to the original 6/8 . I t  first 

treats a fra9ment of the second theme , found in measure 

one hundred thirty. The rhythmic motive of a dotted 

quarter tied to an eighth, followed by two eighths, is 

emp loyed in the uppermost voice for seven bars , accom

panied in different registers quasi-contrapuntally, so 

that something does occur on each beat in the measure, 

tying in with the constant activity fol lowing in the 

development. In bar one hundred sixty-four the figure 

which first appeared in the pickup to bar twenty-four 

in the upper register occurs in the bas s ,  the rhythmic 

motive drawn from the second measure of the first theme. 

The first break from the constant-eighth pattern is 
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found in measure one hundred sixty-eight, with a great 

clan9i1 9 f-sharp miner chord with an added b flat in 

the uppermost voice ( a gain the conflict between major 

and minor ) ,  which moves to a similar chord , c major 

with an added e flat , by way of chroaatic movement . 

This figure occurs twice , elaborated slightly the second 

time , before moving into a restatement of the measure 

twenty-four motive in the pickup to measure one hundred 

eighty-two. From here the rhythmic drive is built for the 

most part on the first two measures of the first theme , 

either on the six eighth-notes pattern or on the gal

loping quarter-eighth ,  quarter-eighth idea . 

After a verbatim quote of the first theme in the 

uppermost voice in measure one hundred eighty-six, a cas-

cading tumultuoso introduces a repeat of what happened 

in measures one hundred sixty-eight to one hundred eighty

f i  ve , lowered a whole (;tep, so that the chords are e 

maj or-minor moving to b-flat maj or-minor . 

Meaaur ea two hundred eighteen through two hun

dred thirty-three develop what first occurred in the bass 

in bars forty-five through fif ty-nine , built on the rhy

thmic motive of the second measure of the first theme ; 
• 

the uppermost voice of measures two hundred twenty-two 

through two hundred twenty-five quote measures seventy-

one through seventy-four . Bar two hundred thirty-four 
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extends and p araphrases what began in bar two hundred 

twenty-two. 

Bars two hundred forty through the first half 

of two hundred fifty-two may be parallel led to that 

which closes the first theme area, first occurring in 

bar one hundred three ,  except that now the idea is one 

of crescendo rather than of diminuendo . The figure is 

expanded to what amounts to a second inversion of a 

diminished triad on e .  What fo l lows i s  an ingeniou s 

interplay of tertian harmonies , utili�1ng both the 

constant-eighth and the galloping rhythms . Surely this 

is the motor element at work. The second theme is in

troduced rather surprisingly in the bass at measure two 

hundred sixty-nine, consider ing the 1•trebleness n of its 

first appearance . Its hemiola quality adds further in

tere s t :  three quar ters against what would amount to two 

dotted quarters in the accompaniment . This treatment of 

the second theme is repeated in bar two hundred eigh ty

one, this time in octaves . 

Until this point the several elements of the ex

position have been developed very much in order of their 

initial appearances . Heiterated here � however , are ele

ments of the first theme-group, from bar ninety . The 

development section might be said to conclude with what 
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c losed the f irat theme-group , for it i s  alightly more 

elaborate than in its first appearance , is written a 

whole-step higher , and would be hard put to convey the 

feeling of recapitulation. If thia is the caae, the re

aapitulation may be said to occur in reverae , with the 

first theme elements more or less ignored in favor of 

the second theme , until a rather extensive s tatement of 

it haa bean made, in bars three hundred thirty-eight 

through thziee hundred fifty-eight. Thia restatement ,  too, 

is written a whole-step above the original. 

Meaaure three-hundred f'if ty-nine is a9ain in 6/8 

meter , ia again marked allegro inquieto, and do.a fol-

low the original format of the f irat theme. An exten-

sion of what was stated in bar thirty-six occurs in 

measure three hundred eighty-seven , and winds up to e 

coda beginning in bar three hundred ninety-seven. 

Prokofieff seemed entranced with the Phrygian 

mod e ,  with the dark second involved ( prodtac:ing a dimin

i shed triad on the dominant > ,  and uaed that particular 

sound in tb• sevent.h Sonata .  The undermining dark b C the 

second s a flat of b-tlat Phry9ian ) and it• associated 

diminished triad were uaed as a blurring force in the 

Sixth Sonata. The Phry9ian was always used untranapoaed 1 

the dominant triad always had a dimi nished fifth, aome

timea utilizing a major third .
19 

The movement closes 

19 Ibid . ,  P •  263 . 
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with four b flats , four c flats (the dark second as the 

neopolitan ) :  an f ,  the mutual domina11t of both the b

flat ?hrygia.n and b-flat maj or-minor ; a first inversion 

a-minor chord (the minor lower neopolitan) ;  and the 

major triad tonic arpeggio b-flat-d-f-b-flat , with a d 

sounded below the final b �lat . The exotic quality lies 

mainly in the skillful intermingling of the tonal with 

the modal .  

The lirst movement must be described as being 

composed in sonata-allegro form, since the exposition, 

development, and recapitula tion are to be found therein. 

Prokofieff was self-admittedly fond of the cla s sical 

forms , though the recapitulation in this movement might 

be considered revolutionary. The forty-four bars pre

ceding the restatement of the second theme appear am

biguous ;  they could be considered ei ther the actual be

ginning of the recapitulation proper , or simply a rounding

off for the development section . 'rhe vaguery is intri

guin9 1 if the former statement is correc t ,  the progress 

ot the eonata ia •tepped up ; if the latter , the re-

versed recapitulation itself is of interest .  

The second movement t Andante c•loro10 1 might seem 

out of place when compared to its surrounding movements, 

as the atmosphere is one of unabashed romanticiam 1 after 

so much of the previously-mentioned "motor element" 

( which Prokofieff claimed was the least important to him ) ,  
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his best-loved '*lyric element is a welcome relief. 

The second movement is more sub
j ective, warmly melodic and intro
apecti ve in character • • •  it opens 
with a nostalgic song which weaves 
through the different voices of the 
harmony, and , undergoing various ex
tenaions and modulations, swells to 
a c limax almost orchestral in sonor
ities. These en9a9e much of the 
range of the piano, with clashing 
bell effects • • •  the sounds ,  as the 
music subsides , seem to echo from 
far and near , and they give place 
to the melody which opened the 
movement . 20 

The movement is written in ABA form; the B sec-

tion is by far the most compl ex ,  harmonically and rhy

thmical ly .  Without the simplicity of the opening song-

theme , the developmental B section would be made less 

poignant , surrounded by the highly complex first and 

third movements . 

Ex. 6 mm. 413-15 A theme 

.. .. :- _,.,.,,....,,. ... .,....,,... .. r�... ·: �, , ,-
·- ' 

--·:-··--- - -·- �;:· _�: . . . .. 
. �-� . 

. .. 

20011n Downes ,  "Preface , u  Sonata No . 7 by Serge 
Prokofief f .  Leeds Edition, ed. Schmitz , 1945. 
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Tl\e B Mction of the movement is drawn f'rom one 

of the c loa1n9 motivas of the first section ( compare the 

examples below ) . 

Ex. 7 mm. 441-44 

--.. ... " 

t;x. 8 mm. 445-48 8 theme -

. . .,. . T •• • 

.... - - · - . .  . . 

The B section i s  tnarked Poco piu a.nimato, which 

very much describes the structural nature o� the music 

as well as simply the ternpo change. Aa wel l  as a growing 

volume of sound , there is to be found more minute sub-

division of the original eighth-note motion . The texture 

becomes thicker, with greater extremes reached in the 

melodic range . The whole of the keyboard is utilized. At 

measure four hundred fifty-nine an upward scalar run 

appear s, a sort of "geyser" of sound , a device used by 

Prokofieff throughout this cycle of sonatas. It is inter-
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eating to note that the first of three appearances of 

this figure is not as stri ctly acalar as the fol lowin9 

two ; i t  is compo•ed of two five-note patterns, starting 

on d ,  so that �here is a skip of a perfect fourth (be

tween a and d) rather than the U6Ual stepwise motion. 

The effect i• one of inc�edible $peed an4 efficiency. 

The other two figures are strictly scalar , aaounting to 

e-maj o,r scales starting on the dominant ,  b. ;\ll three 

figures are written in sixty-fourth note s ,  l•ndin9 a 

glissando effect. Cf the three ,  only the first serves a• 

a purely melodic liason •. 

The .. clashing bell effect s "  mentioned by Clin 

Pownea are beet explained as reiterated tones, or even 

chords, usually (but by no means always > appecu-ing in 

the baaa , countered by a slightly more ornata figure, 

usually a repeated pattern. These ''bell effects'• appear 

first in �.eaaure four hundrea sixty-five , and are main

tained through �asure five hundred eight, varying 

sli9htly in intensity and rhythmic involvement .  The 

climax seems to appear net so much simply with the oc

currence of a fortis�imo ( since there are four of them 

bet�een bar£ four hundred sixty-five and seventy-five ) ,  

but ilt bilr four hundred eighty-two , marked J:!!l 29co agi

tAto, a sec;tion featuring increased rhythmic activity 

with alternation of du:.:.1 e �nd triple groups of six
teenth s .  The motion �lows with a descending melodic 
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figure in the ba:; s ,  in bar four hundred ninety, and gives 

way in bar four hundred ninety-two to perhaps the best-

known bell-sequence of a l l .  This idea be gins to evaporate 

in bar five hundred eight, and finally disappears ,  as 

completeJ.y as a dream • with the recurrence of the opening 

of the A theme in bar five hundred eleven. The mood lin-

ger s ,  however , with the repeated e ,  g- sharp third in the 

treble , played above some mysteriously unrel a ted triads 

in the b a s s .  The movement is not remo tely Phrygian, al-

though some of the ideas of the Prokofieff Phrygian sti l l  

cling to i t .  The final cadence consists o f  two major 

tr iads , c and e. In many of his Phrygian passages ,  the 

composer makes use of the medieval dominant ,  c . 2 1  

The third movement i s  po ssibly the most impres

sive. lt is cast in the form 0£ a toccata ( again, a com

parison with the Opus 11 i s  f itting here ) ,  wri tten in 

driving 7/3 meter , patterned thu s :  

Ex. 9 Rhythmic motive 

$ .Q _(J J .r; 

Just as in the first movement of the work , melody 

is here overpowered by a relentl ess elemental rhythm , a 

growing volume of sound , and heavy , diE.sonant chord s .  The 

21 l\ h1 aS �ey, op • .£.!l. , P •  2 7 3 .  
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movement is constructed in an arch form -- that is to 

say• ABCBA. 1he c-section has the only shred o• lyric 

melody to be found in the movement, aa contained in 

measures six hundred three through aix hundred seven, 

and it is reatat� an octave higher in bars six hun

dred twenty-one through twenty-five . 

Ex. 10 mm. 603-05 

The last niov-ement, 11arked Pl"!f1Qitat<?, has been 

described as being written in sonata-allegro form,
2 2  

but 

this is at beat an approximation, and excludes any ex

planation of the reverse-progressive nature •f the work , 

as though the mirror iaage were that thrown through a 

magnifying glass, for the general cre1cendo to the 

crashing climax begins in almost the exact aid-point of 

the movement, and preceding themes are s�ated in reverse 

order. 

Noteworthy, too, is the conflict between major 

and minor in the opening bars of the last movement; the 

22 Iarael v. Neatyevt Prokofieff • .Stanford Uni-
versity Preaa ,  195 7 •  P •  337. 
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minor might be considered to function as a leading tone 

to the mediant , or even as a manifestation of the Phry

gian-f ixation again. Mote the steady recurrence of the 

c sharp in the b&••• againat the fully b-flat major 

sounds of the upper voieea, and consider the enharmon.ic 

relationship ot c sharp and d flats 

Ex. 11 mm. 521-23 

The work had a great deal of appeal when . it was 

premiered , and was awarded a Stalin Prize , no small fa

vor in Russia. It is amusing to note the diplomacy em

ployed in criticizing a work composed during the Stalin 

era of soviet history ( since Prokofieff was , later in 

his career, censured for his European bourgeois ten

dencies ) & 

• • •  the seventh Sonata was hailed by 
the critics .  They asserted that it 
fully expressed the "Soviet man ' s  
wholesome and positive sense for life , "  
that in its commanding tones one hears 
the "voice of the Motherland . "  These 
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evaluations were obviously exag• 
gerated , for they failed to take 
into consideration the qu9stionable 
aspects of the work , which prevented 
i t  from becoming a genuine expression 
of national feeling during the ter
rible year of 1942 • •• At the same 
time, one can see in this sonata a 
certain aestheticizing of antiquity, 
an attempt to endow epic images with 
arbitrarily distorted features. Des
pite the boldness and stunning power 
of the composer ' s  unusual manner of 
writing, i t  i s  here so exaggerated as 
to make i t  difficult for the listener 
to pe�ceive any features of Soviet re
ality in the music. The overdrawn ten
sion in the first movemen� and the 
primitive elements found in the finale 
give this work a stylized quality. 2 3  

It i s  that " s tylized quality" for which Prokofieff 

is hailed today, even in the Soviet Union. The seventh 

Sonata obviously adheres to the Classic princi p l e i  there 

are certain similarities between the Haydn sonata pre-

viously discussed and this work , not the least of which 

i s  a peculiar "classic sound" resulting, at least in 

part, from a particular touch inherent in the style of 

writing of both composer s .  Pianistically speaking, one 

must admit that the technical problems encountered in the 

Prokofieff are vastly different from those of the Haydn ; 

there are wider leaps, greater 0clumps" of sound , more 
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irregular subdivisions and a greater overall scope with 

regards to keyboard range. Equally important to each , 

however , is clarity. Those listeners with a good con

cept of form will not be put off by the imposing tech

nical demands of the Prokofieff , for the shape of the 

work i s  simply Classic, and classically simple. 



FRANZ LISZT: 

SONATA IN B MINOR 

The long and brilliant career of Franz Liszt 

spans one of the most glittering eras in the hi s tory of 

music. Born in 1 8 1 1  in Raiding, in what is now Hungary , 

Liszt lived to see the triumph of Richard \·Jagner and to 

survive him by three year s .  As a child he was heard by 

Beethoven ; as an old man, he was heard by many persons 

living well into this century . He died in Bayreuth on 

July 3 1 ,  188 6 ,  after having played publicly only twelve 

days before. 

When he was ten years old , this future marvel 

was taken by his father , a one-time cellist in Haydn' s 

orchestra at Eisenstad t ,  to Vienna , and placed with the 

teacher Carl Czerny. It was Czerny who first introduced 

Liszt to Beethoven. At a concert given in 1623 , when 

Liszt was but twelve years old , Beethoven i s  said to 

have been so impressed with the boy ' s  playing that he 

rushed up to him afterward and k i ssed him on the fore

head. Some scholars doubt this story; Beethoven would 

41 
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have been utterly deaf at this time , 0and must have ap

preciated the visual rather than the aural aspects of 

the performanc e . "  24 

Liszt ' s  father tried to enroll the boy in the 

Paris Conservatoire but could not gain his admittance 

because he was not a native of Franc e .  Liszt spent 

eleven years at the French capital , except for occasional 

concert tour s ,  and came under the inf luence of French ar-

tists with strong Romantic tendencies , such as Hugo , 

25 
Musset• Balzac, Heine , Chopin, and Berlioz. The playin·g 

of the violin virtuoso Paganini inspired him to become 

the pianistic counterpart of that man, and as a result he 

developed a formidable , rather innovative technique. 

Lisz t ' s life may be divided roughly into four 

period s :  his youth (until about 1838 ) ,  his concertizing 

years , the Weimar period, and the raligious period . 

Liszt ' s  most fruitful writing years 
occurred between 1848-61 ; he lived at 
Weimar when not conducting or playing 
el sewhere . Many of his mature master
works took shape at Heimar , and at the 
same time Liszt was extremely generous 
in propagandizing music by other com
posers .  26 

It was during this Weimar period that Liszt com-

24
aernstein, 2£• £.!..!:.. ,  P •  340 .  

2 5
Ibid . ,  P• 341 . 

26
schonberg, 2.£• £!!_. ,  p .  16 3 .  
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posed the Sonata in B Minor . It was published in 1854, 

and was dedicated to Robert Schumann. Its compositional 

technique consists for the most part of an almost con

tinuous development of a few basic ideas in a process 

which he himself cal l ed ''transformation of theme . '' These 

themes are usually short, almost epigrammatic , and their 

transformations frequently appear soon after their first 

presentations . By employing these themes in their vari

ous metamorphoses in all of the movements and by joining 

these movements into one large work , Liszt achieves unity 

by a method that had its origins in the variation tech

nique. 2 7  

It is this transformation of theme principle 

which Liszt used in the symphonic poems and in the Dante 

Sonata, as well as in the B Minor Sonata , which is an 

expansive work , long-winded and ornate , but 

For a work written "en Eleine Roman
ticisme t "  it i s  1ncredi ly ctisclpi!ned , 
molded with meticulous attention to 
deta.i l .  Some critics find the melodic 
ideas insipid and various bridge pas
sages careless and inconsistent, but 
it ia safe to assume that these critics 
do not care for Liszt in any form. 28 

In discussing the construction of the B Minor 

2 7  Bernstein, 2£• £!!.. ,  P •  344. 
28John Gillespi e ,  Five Ceqturies of Kexboard 

Music. Belmont , California :  Wadsworth Publishing Co . ,  
Inc . ,  196 6 ,  p .  242 . 
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Sonata , some prol»leJaS in terminology might aris e ,  as 

the subject of semanti cs in music , utterly a sound-ar t ,  

has always been a thorny one . une of the mo st perplexing 

of these might be whether to c a l l  the several components 

of the sonata " thematic" or "motific . "  To call them 

thematic would imply that the work had five essential 

theme s ,  which suggests an u ltimate d i s j unct unity , at 

best . To call them motific wou l d  imply that together they 

made up a single theme , more in keeping with the sup

posed thread of continui ty in a cyclic work , but even 

this i s  va9ue 1 the first three "motives" fit together 

very well ,  whereas the fourth i s  so d ifferent in charac

ter as to serve nicely as a second theme in a sonata

allegro structure . The fifth , unique when compared to 

any of the other s ,  appears only thrice in the work , 

functioning as a coda in each instanc e ,  or perhaps a 

0closing theme . "  

suffice i t  to say that the B Minor sJnata i s  as 

unique in this age as it was when i t  was written; i t  

defie s  textbook analysis or "pigeonholing , "  for each 

generality couid. be contradicted any number of ways . For 

a point of departure , at least, the first three elements 

elaborated upon throughout the work will be defined as 

motives , while the fourth and fifth wi ll be treated as 

theme s .  
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The sonata opens with the first motive , staccato 

doubled octaves which serve as a pedal point to a des

cending scalar line: 

E x .  12 mm. 1-3 

This opening , marked piani s simo , is immediately 

fol lowed by the second motive ,. doubled-octave lQaps in 

dotted rhythms , fol lowed by strongly articulated arpeg

giation, still in doubled octaves : 

Ex. 1 3  mm .  9-1� 

The third motive follows close o n  the heels of 
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the second , and is said by some scholars to be a par t  

29 of i t ,  the two forming one single theme: 

Ex . 14 mm .  13-15 

r. 

: ·� . .  · - . .. .. 

·rhese three motives are subjected to complicated 

development , leading finally to a statement of the fourth 

element , in d major -- the grandiose theme over "thick , 
ponderous repeated chords11 : 30 

�x. 1 5  mm .  105-06 

These four elements are developed exten s i v e l y ,  

providing the sole thematic basis for the first section 

of the work , through measure three hundred thirty. Appli

cation of the transformation principle is dramatically 

• 

29F . E .  Kirby, A Short Histor� of Keyboard Music. 
New York : The Free Press ,  1966 , p. 317. 

30rbid. 
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i l lustrated in the treatment of the second motive in 

bars one hundred twenty through one hundred forty , 

wherein this originally bombastic motive i s  treated so 

meditatively as to be almost unrecognizabl e .,  1'easures 

one hundred fifty-three through one hundred seventy

eight develop the third motive , appearing now in a 

more tender and reflective guise than in its original 

form. Bara one hundred seventy-nine through one hundred 

ninety develop the second motive in yet another manner , 

now slightly capricious , as i t  increases speed and in

tensity to give way to an agitate treatment of the third 

motive , appearing in bar one hundred ninety-one. The 

second motive is treated exclusively ( and extensively) 

beginning in bar one hundred ninety-seven , under a deli

cate trill sustained in the treble, through amazingly 

ornate restatements and extensions until bar two hun-

dred fifty-five , where the third motive holds sway until 

bar two hundred seventy-seven. The interest has been in 

octaves and in broken-octave figurations in the bas s ,  

and this •ehicle i s  utilized also with the appearance 

of the first motive , in bar two hund�ed eighty-one , this 

time in the bass. It is followed in turn by the second 

motive , appearing very much in the same mood as its origi

nal statement , but it i s  extended this time through stac-
• 

cato octaves , which dissolve into quasi-broken-chordal 

patterns that spin into a c-sharp minor statement of the 
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first four bars of the grandioso fourth element. A reci

tativo bridge section spans the short distance between 

this and a second s tatement of this fourth component , 

this time in f minor , leading to b-flat minor . Between 

the two instances of planing { s tepwise· chordal motion in 

similar sonorities ) in diminished chords , in bars three 

hundred nine and ten, and again in bars three hundred 

twelve and thirteen , there occurs a restatement of the 

thlrd motive , a reiteration of which follows in bar three 

hundred fourteen, which leads into a sequential treatment 

of the first measure of the second motive . In bar three 

hundred nineteen, two motives are used together i the first 

full measure of the third motive i s  used as a basso osti-

nato accompaniment to a chordal version of the second mo-

tive in the treble . After a twice-repeated ninth chord on 

b ,  occurring in a ritenuto as a cadence , the subsequent 

Andante sostenuto employs for the first time the "chorale 

theme" which appears only twice more in the entire work i 

Ex. 1 6 ,  mm. 331-38 

.- . 

This andante section is written for the most part 

part in f- sharp major , which would theoretically serve as 
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the dominant to the tonic key of b minor. The actual b
minor tonality was not firmly stated, however, until the 

eighth bar of the work , and was not adhered to very 

strictly, in keeping with the multichromatic tendencies 

of the Romantic period. The fourth element was written 

in d major for its first appearance, which is, of course, 

the relative major of the tonic key, b minor. Suffice it 

to say that while the work has, for the most part ,  the 

key signature of two sharps throughout the first section , 

it is not played in two sharps. These keys do serve as 

anchor points around which the chromaticism revolves. 

Such is the case with the andante section. After 

the initial statement of the fifth element in f-sharp 

major, which cadences in c-sharp major , there occurs a 

stepwise modulation in the bass , beginning in bar three 

hundred forty-seven, to an a-major treatment of the 

third motive , in triple-piano octaves. A modulation back 

to f-sharp major occurs in bars three hundred sixty-one 

and sixty-two , leading to another statement of the fourth 

element, which , by means of a chromatic bass movement in 

bars three hundred seventy-one and seventy-two, modu

lates to the rather remote key of g minor which , when 

firmly established, serves as the tonal center for a re

peat of the fourth element .  In bar three hundred eighty

five the second motive is once more employed, this time 

in e minor , the sixth degree of which was reached in 

octaves chromatically, in the treble . The tonality of 
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the following eight bars i s  built largely on the harmony 

employed in a ninth chord on b .  After much octeve-play 

and enormous leaps the "chorale theme" appears for the 

second time , this time in a much more glorious and far

flung statemen t ,  beginning in bar three hundred ninety

five . This theme goes through a gradual diminuendo to an 

almost hauntingly beautiful , delicate scalar bridge sec

tion, triple-piano , which begins in measure four hundred 

fifteen, supported by quiet chordal changes in the bas s .  

The third motive i s  here brought into play , in f-sharp 

ma j or , and appears in both treble and bas s ,  gradually 

subsiding into a recall of the first motive , now stated 

a half-step lower than in its original form. 

The third section, Allegro energico, employs an 

enharmonic change from f sharp to g flat , used as the 

sixth degree of the new tonality, b-flat minor . This sec

tion begins with a fugal exposition, composed of the 

second and third motive s .  The statement of the third mo

tive i s  extended by a staccato eighth-note figure , much 

a s  many of the fugal subjects of J .  s .  Bach possess ad

ditive elements to solidify the theme . A real answer is 

given at the interval of a fifth for nine measures . The 

third entry of the subject is in the soprano , at the in

terval of an octave ; it is identical to the original 

sub j ec t .  The l i near fugal concept involved here does not 
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last long; it dissolves into the thick-textured , re sonant 

pianistic writing continuing a development of the second 

and third motives , leading to a direct res tatement ( quasi

recapitulation) of the material originally presented in 

measure thirty, here appearing at measure five hundred 

thirty-three . 

At measure five hundred fifty-four the chordal 

bass departs from what occurred earlier in the work , to 

give way to a percussive accompaniment to a restatement 

of the first motive , this time in e flat ; it i s  immedi

ately followed , after an arpeggiated bridge in the 

treble, by a quote . in e minor . In bar five hundred sixty

nine there begins an interesting intermixing of motives 

one and two in the bas s ,  accompanied in the treble by 

ascending broken-chord figurations . Bar five hundred 

eighty-two introduces a pared-down version of the second 

motive , restated sequentially, ascending , giving way at 

last to the cascading doubled octaves of bars five hun

dred ninety through ninety-four . Three statements of 

the third motive follow, serving as a cadence into a 

b-maj or statement of the fourth element. The b maj or key 

signature remains throughput the rest of the work . 

The third motive appears in bar six hundred six

teen in very much the same guise in which it appeared in 

bar one hundred fifty-three ; its second b-major statement, 

however , is interspereed with accompanimental broken 
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chord s ,  and bridge passages in chromatic thir d s .  The 

second mo ti ·.;e occurs in the lower voice , in bars six 

hundred forty-two through six hundred for ty-nine . Bar 

six hundred fifty begins u virtual quote of bar two hun

dred fifty-five, with triplets in the bass rather than 

the original quadruple sixteenths ; it leads to the 

doubled-octav� treatment , marked Presto, of the first 

motive , beginning in bar six hundred seventy-three. 

Octaves in the treble herald utilization of the second 

motive , accompanied by dominant-tonic chordal elements 

in wide leaps in the bass. In bar six hundred ninety 

the parts are inverted , with the octaves in the bass .  A 

chromatic ascent to a d natural in doubled oc taves ,  with 

its subsequent descent to a triplet f-sharp chord ( dom

inant ) , provides the cadence into the final appearance 

of the fourth element, here in its most grandiose state

ment. 

After a smashing triple-forte arpeggiated as

cent on the dominant of b major , in measures seven hun

dred eight through ten , the third and final sta tement of 

the fifth element ,  the "chorale theme , "  appear s ,  made 

a l l  the more sublime by what has immediately preceded 

i t .  It i s  fol lowed by a coda of sor t s ,  utilizing a l l  

three of the shorter motive s ,  but they occur in reverse 

order : the third motive appears as a basso ostinato , i n  

bars seven hundred twenty-nine through thirty-six , as 
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i t  did i n  bar three hundred nineteen, even appearing i n  

the same key; the second motive appears in the treb l e ,  

i n  bars seven hundred th irty- seven through f o rty-three ; 

the first motive occur s ,  as in its original , in the 

bas s ,  and the work comes quietly to a close in b ma jor. 

Liszt i s  credited with being the originator of 

the piano recital , since before h i s  concerts the custom 

had been t o  play publicly only with an o rchestra. Liszt 

was said , however , to have been able to make the piano 

sound like a whole orchestra, probably much to the cha

grin of contemporary artists who wished that they might 

be able to f 111 a hall with sound without incurring the 

added expense of an accompanying ensemble. Liszt f i l led 

his halls with both sound and people ; apparently he had 

a great deal of chari sma. His charm with members of the 

fair sQx is legendary. Admiration for the man was not 

limi ted to women by any means ; many were the gentleman 

pianists who came in order to observe and perhap• ab

sorb some of the diabol ical technical inn ovations Lis z t  

developed i n  o rder to become the pianistic Paganini . 

On the o ne hand there was Paganini J Liszt ' s  

other great influence was Chopin, from whom he lear ned 

that the piano could be a delicate means of expression 

as well as a bravura instrument . 
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• • •  And so Liszt put everything 
together . He developed a technique 
that was the equivalent of what 
Paganini could do on the violin 
( hi s  transcriptions of six ?aganini 
caprices carried bravura piano 
technique to unheard-of heights ) ,  
and he also modified virtuosity 
rampant to take in the color and 
poetry Chopin had introduced . More 
than any piani st who ever lived , 
Liszt combined technique, showman
ship , and poetry. 31 

The Sonata in B Minor conceivably was composed 

as a vehicle for just these attributes . It requires both 

fiendish technical capabilities , with arms and fingers 

of stee l ,  and the manner and mood of a poet. It is in-

teresting to compare performances of the work -- they 

range from pure pianistic pugilism to maudlin, emascu-

lated emotionalism : one extreme to the other. To be 

sure , the range of expression in the work is indeed 

wide , and a fine performance of the work might depend 

almost solely on meaningful contrast of the various ele

ments of it. The palette of colors employed i s  practic-

ally limitles s .  It is an extremely dramatic work , one 

designed to enhance the master Liszt ' s  combination of 

"technique, showmanship , and poetry." 

31 Schonberg, 2£• £!!.. ,  p. 1 5 7 .  
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It has been said many times that tendencies in 

musical composition have a sort of pendulum-swing; it 

has also been said many times that history repeats it

self. It i s  hoped that some of the ideas presented in 

the preceding pages have suggested , if subtly, these 

same adages .  The works were not presented chronologi

cally because of the order of their appearance on the 

recital program; this actual ly may be the best manner , 

after all , for it put the two clas sical ly-oriented so

natas in close proximity, the better for purposes of 

comparison. This left the Liszt sonata by itself as an 

entirely different concept, which is of course as it 

should be . 

The true historian or �usicologist does not 

look simply for similarities , however ; indeed , by 

studying contrasts the learning process is made eff ec

ti ve . 

It was said in discussing the Seventh Sonata of 

Prokofieff and the Ji Minor Sonata of Haydn that certain 

55 
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sounds within the two works would be found to be 

similar . So would , natura lly, certain sounds within the 

Liszt work be comparable to its predece ssors in this 

study. An important element in any sonata principle i s  

that of return -- a restatement of some thematic el ement 

of the work , to give the listener a sense of polari

zation, of identification ; but this is true of most 

forms , not just the sonata. What actual ly "makes a sona

ta a sonata" is the way the return i s  separated from the 

original . With Haydn , the separation appeared in the 

form of a terse development -- a sort of musical cat

and-mouse game with the principal theme and tonality. 

With Prokofieff , the separation was a bit more sophis

ticate d :  the development took mere fragments of the prin

cipal themes and distorted them practically beyond recog

nition; in addition , the recapitulation occurred with 

the themes appearing in reverse order. Lisz t ' s  work was 

almost entirely development. The recapitulation, if such 

it may be fairly called , beginning in measure five hun

dred thirty-one , i s  something any l i stener may claim to 

have heard before ( and perhaps breathe a sigh of relief 

in conjunction with that s tatement ) ,  but since the entire 

work i s  based upon "what he heard befor e , 11 simply in a 

more fragmental way, one must go farther to evolve some 

sort of terminology to apply to the man ' s  compositional 

techniqu e s .  Fortunate l y ,  Liszt himself coined the term 
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rt transformation of theme , "  b11t most composers leave it 

to their fol lowers ( or ,  at any rate , their students ) to 

describe the wherefores of inspiration. 

There is only the framework , some concept of 

form, to c l ing to for security . The form is there , for 

each of the three sonatas here discussed , but rearranged 

according to the whims of the composer s .  The arrange

ment of the several elements of the form might not be 

recognized on the first hearing, or the second , or even 

the third . Al l three works are designated "sonatas , '' 

and a ll three are justifiably so classified ; henc e ,  

there are simi laritie s ,  hc�ever di stantly related . 

\.•'hat makes the study so interesting , on the 

other ha�d , i s  the discovery, comparison, and subse

quent appreciation of the differences .  
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